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Administration Asks for Increase In Tuition
Students may be paying
$300 more to attend the
°,VeLrsity of the Pacific come
University ^ administra-

tuition, bringing
increase to $375.

the

total

lerred

By JOHN LYNCH

from UOP k,sf
ASUOP President Sue semester and thai these
otlicials questioned whether
Harlan,
who
is student
,
or not this was due to the rise
n6Xt Officials of
the Long member of the Long Range
oVnee Planning Committee, Planning Committee, stated in costs. This may have rein
that some sort of increase was forced theirdecision to further
headed by President Stanley
augment fees, she said.
r McCaffrey, announced a inevitable, but that the proposed
hike
could
be
rnoosal at a recent meeting
"Involved"
"eut
f^ an increase in tuition, substantially".
"Students should take
Scholarships
r°oom and board fees.
seiious note ol this situation
"Few scholarships can and
become involved."
Center Fee
An increase ol $100 is cover this high cost." she Ha'lan urged, "and when a
reportedly being considered explained. "I leel that we can meeting is organized or peti
L room and board costs with get by with much less than the tion is circulated, they should
not sit at home but answer the
ln additional $25 fee for the recommended increase."
Harlan mentioned that the call." She added that ASUOP
neW University Center compleX. The administration also
administration had the results has already made plans to
a
$250
raise
in
of how many students trans- send letters to parents of
suggested
students, informing them of

Uncertain Gas Supplies
Plague Travel Plans
The gasoline price-hike,
led by Shell Oil Co. which
raised its price for Supreme to
52.2 cents per gallon on Dec. 1,
reached a record high for
many California motorists if
they could find gas to buy.
Scores of service stations
were flat out of gas last
Saturday, many others were
rationing it out, and some
opened late and closed early.
Students taking to the
highways for Christmas vaca
tion will fact two problemsuncertain gas supplies,
especially on Sundays, and the
abrupt change in some free
way speed limits.

Lines

Lines ol cars tormed at
some service stations antici
pating a massive Sunday shut
down in response to President
Nixon's request.
A pre-weekend survey of
trade associations by the
Associated Press showed 90
percent of the service station
operators planned to close
their gas pumps from 9 pm
Saturday to midnight Sunday.
Some said the facilities would
remain open
to provide
repairs and other emergency
services.
Closed
John Devine, president of
1, . International
Service
ation Dealers Association,
said about 40 percent of the
A),00° stations in California
e re
on . Sundays,
pv „ , losing
ore President Nixon's
a" ,
lin e ' due to a lack of gasosupplies.
Fill-up
Pat i <-'a'tlornia Highway

o„

that ^

Wednesday

warned

dr'vers on

Interstate 5
will h few §as°line stations
ana t6 °I)en between Gorman
and Tracy."
ltVi '"dications now are that
^moretb—

'ntersfaTe °" S"nday 0"
5 in Kern County,
"one
Perhaps FreSn° County' and
Cou nty.1 six in Merced
PrPeA'D'MaJ°rs the patrol's
advisne°ri ZOne. commander,
any c ni°torists to not make
loneivUnclay j°urneys <m the
fill Ul/ ?ad' b possible, or to
Kern.^, elore beaching the
Th 'esn°~Merced stretch.
e Automobile Club of

Southern California advised
Sunday drivers that only
Standard Oil stations were
closing for sure. It said, "As
far as we know, they should be
able t6 get gasolone."
However, the club warned
motorists traversing the state
to use California 99or U.S. 101,
if possible, where there are
more stations.
Starting on Dec. 1, the 70
mile-an-hour speed limit on
isolated freeway_ sections will
have been reduced to 65 mph,
the maximum elsewhere in
the state.
Officials also warned
motorists against carrying
extra gasoline in their car
trunks. A rear-end collision
will, in many cases, touch off a
fire capable of engulfing the
entire car.
Highway officials said all
the 70 mph road signs will be
down by then but no new signs
will go up in their place
because further reductions
are likely.
A spokesman for the
California State Automobile
Association in San Francisco
said drivers should avoid long,
remote highways and always
keep the tank half full, but he
said they need not curtail all
weekend travel.
Conserve Energy
Students were informed ol
what UOP is-planning to do
about
the energy crisis
through a newsletter signed
by President McCaffrey last
week.
All
members of the
campus community were
urged to join in supporting
various steps to conserve
energy. Such actions as reduc
ing the heating levels in Univ
ersity buildings to suggestions
that students, faculty and
staff, establish car pools for
daily campus travel whenever
possible were listed.
Leonard Abbott, the
University Architect, was
named by the President to
serve as the coordinator ol the
program for the conservation
of energy on the campus.
Questions
or
suggestions
concerning the emergency
measures should be directed
to Mr. Abbott, whose office is
located in the f i n a n c e Center.

the possible hike in fees.
Encouraging parents to write
President McCaffrey con
cerning this issue, she stress
ed. is of utmost importance.
"The
middle
income
people are really feeling the
pinch. It becomes difficult for
them to account for the basic
costs of living when these fees
continually increase as they
have been."
Regents
The Long Range Planning
Committee suggests a cost
figure after an annual
financial analysis of the
university is submitted. It is
then decided by the committee

exactly what is needed. The
committee refers its findings,
to the Board of Regents in J anuary for final approval and
adaption of costs.
Disgust
Harlan expressed some
disgust with the administra
tion's repeated attempts to
compare UOP with
other
schools, such as Stanford.
"Private schools have really
been suffering but are we
equivalent of Stanford?" she
exclaimed. "Students stay at
Stanford despite increase in
costs. We have to figure out a
way to retain our students, as
well."
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San Joaquin Delta College's old campus would be a welcome addition to U.O.P.

Should UOP Buy Delta's Campus?
If all goes as planned the
old Delta campus will become
a part of UOP in the near fu
ture. It is believed that the
purchase of Delta will aug
ment the beauty of UOP, add
needed classroom space and
draw
new students to
Stockton.
The University of the Pa
cific has been interested in the
property-now owned by the
Stockton Unified School Dis
trict for the last ten years.
With the recent relocation ol
Delta, UOP believes the time
has come to buy the entire
campus at its appraised \ alue.
As soon as the purchase is
completed, Delta would be
come an integral part ol out
academic community with
absolutely no intention what
soever to use any ol the land
lor speculatory purposes.
Because ol the numerous
buildings on theUOP campus.

such as the "quonset huts"
which need to be improved, or
replaced. Delta would be ideal
since it already offers the
needed permanent buildings.
As well, with redecorating and
refurbishing, the Speech-Arts
building at Delta could be used
to solve the over-crowded
conditions of the Rotunda
classrooms. The Delta Col
lege Classroom building could
also be used to develop a
major science center.
In "The University of the
Pacific Proposal to Stockton
Unified School District . it is
noted that the quality of
educational facilities as well
ol the attractiveness ol a
college campus greatly influ
ences a student's choice of a
college. Due to the increased
competition forstudents. UOP
believes that the purchase of
Delta will help maintain
enrollement and economic

stability.
The acquisition of Delta
will offer not only educa
tional. recreational and cul
tural benefits to UOP. but to
the entire community ol
Stockton, as well.
The only condition which
might alter the desire of UOP
to purchase Delta would be
suggested extension of Alpine
Avenue across its campus.
UOP believes that to extend
Alpine Avenue would be to
increase hazards to pedes
trians. decrease the utility of
the facilities already at Delta
and decrease the value of its
open space areas. In such a
case. UOP would have to re
evaluate the worth ol each
segment of property.
There will be a meeting,
however, in the near luture.
at the Stockton U nil led School
District to make a definite
decision.
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Business Administration nises
In Popularity With Students
•

' By BRUCE WILCOX

changed and now the business
Over the years the job
administration
department
market has gone through
has the highest percentage oi
changes in regards to job
declared majors in CJOP s
opportunity. For example,
freshman class,
and is
there was a time when the big
openings were in law and
engineering, so parents
packed their'youngsters off to
college to become engineers
and lawyers. The market be
came flooded with lawyers
and for engineers the market §
is just beginning to open £
again. And so it goes in hun- ^
dreds of fields of education ao
and jobs.
1
This trend can be seen &again on the UOP campus. But
Dr. Sidney Turolf
this time the big push seems to
be leaning toward business expecting enrollment to
almost double in the near
administration.
In the past at UOP the future.
This trend in business ad
business
administration
ministration
popularity at
department was considered
only after a student had blown UOP may be due to many
Dr.
his or her chances to become a things, according to
Sidney
Turolf,
department
doctor and didn't particularly
want to become an art major. chairman. One reason for the
But in the last couple of years marked increase in enroll
this attitude has drastically ment might be job oppor

Street
Liquors

department also feds that
they have some responsibili y
for the change here on
campus.
Recent changes in tnc
overall department may have
bearing on the rapid increase
of students. Some ot these
changes are: development ol
several "core" courses with
suppliment courses in the
major fields of business
administration,
and
an
increased staff in the depart
ment offering a wider area ol
study. Students can also parti
cipate in several independent
study projects in their senior
year.
The most recent and pro
bably most important inno
vation in the business admin
istration
department is to
offer courses in conjunction
with Covell College in Spanish
for the Latin American stu
dents. These will include all of
the sami
English.

U0''cloy §axzselar$
OPEN DOME RING
pave'of diamonds
$240

YouVe probably noticed, the
hand-held calculator marker is getting
a little out of hand.
There are literally hundreds of
them, in all shapes, all colors and all
styles.
Choosing the one that fits your
needs is no easy job.
However, if you're looking for the
very best pocket calculator, the choice
is simple.
• You merely buy one of the
Hewlett-Packard units, all of which
have the exclusive operational stack
and 200 decade dynamic range.
For scientists and engineers,
there's the famous HP-35. Just press a
few keys, and it will solve complex
problems involving log, trig, exponen
tial functions and much more, for
only $295.
Then there's the new HP-45. It
does everything the HP-35 does, plus
it has nine addressable storage regis
ters and operates in three modes:
degrees, radians and grads. It's also
•pre-programmed to handle polar/

UNIVERSITY

becoming an ASUOP Senator

Director of Academic
should pick up petitions in the
Affairs is currently looking toi
ASUOP Office.
.
ten students to serve on the
tunities on the outside worldAny student can become a
Academic
Grievance
Board
The business adminis ration
member by obtaining 100 valid

This board ol faculty and
signatures from ASUOP stustudents listens to grade com
dents. Contact Mark Rogo at
plaints stated by students an.
the ASUOP Office or 478-2868
helps determine if the grade is
lor detailed infromation.
lair or not.
Basketball Ticket
Students interested in
Three hundred free tic
serving on this committee kets to each Tiger home bas
should contact Karen Moore ketball game are available in
at the ASUOP Office as soon as the ASUOP Office on a "firstpossible.
come-first-serve" basis.
Bring your ASUOP card
Legal Services
identification
when
A new innovative pro lor
gram called Legal Services is picking up the ticket. Only one
currently being formed by ticket per student. Students
entering the basketball game
ASUOP.
This service will provide with a student ticket must also
legal advice for any student present their student ID card
who seeks counsel on legal at the door.
problems. Further inquiries
Dead Week
and information is available
Students!
There isaDead
from Ken Nichols, Chief Jus
Week
at
Pacific.
It is defined
tice of Supremem Court and
Ron Peck, Student Defender as the seven calendar days
on the third floor in North Hall. immediately preceeding the
start of finals. Itisdesignedto
Travel Service
give you time to study lor
All ASUOP students and
upcoming finals without the
of
other
big
like to travel abroad or are worries
During this
interested in various traveling assignments.
programs can receive big dis time, no major testing should
counts by contacting Laura occur and no major papers
should be due. Assignments
.Thomas in the ASUOP Office.
Future charter flights in that have been weekly in
nature are still permissable.
clude tours ol Europe, Africa,
and Mexico, backpacking There are some exceptions to
trips, and camping pro this rule in the Speech,
grams. The travel service can Drama, Music, and Science
also provide a variety of dis Departments.
Students interested in
counts on skiing, and over
knowing the entire policy
seas job placement.
should pick up copies at the
Senate Membership
ASUOP office.
All students interested in

rectangular coordinate conversions,
mean and standard deviation, instant
U.S./metric conversions and more,
for $395.
For businessmen, there's the
HP-80. It does things many big desk
top calculators can't do. Like solve over
one hundred types of business prob
lems, each in seconds. This includes

discounted cash flow, payment of a
loan, rate of return and more, for $395.
They're truly the most powerful
pocket calculators you can buy. Yet
you can still take any one of them
home at the end of the day and balance
your check book.
We invite you to come in and try
them today.

THE HEWLETT-PACKARD POCKET CALCULATORS.

TheHP-35

A powerful tool for
' scientists and engineers.'

BOOK STORE

even more power,ul ,001
Th© H p-45An
for scientists and engineers
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Colin Edwards On Mid-East And Energy Crises
By EDWARD IMNSE
Tuesday evening, the 27 oi
November, the British tree
lance international correspondent and documentary
producer. Colin Edwards,
spoke about the Middle East
crisis and its bearing on the
current energy crisis, in a
lecture co-lunded by the
Forum on National Prior
ities.
Relatively few LOP faces
could be seen at the lecture.
Apparently the majority ol the
LOP student body doesn't feel
significantly
affected
by
either ol the two crises, nor do
they leel that the relation
between the two is strong
enough to w arrant their atten
dance at such a conference.

Crisis

Lowered thermostats (see arrows) and freezing secretaries
were results of President MeCalferey's energy eutbaek.

One-Third

EN

Edwards pointed out that
theArabnationsow n one-third
of the world's reserves ol oil.
and in the year 1976 foreign oil
resources will constitute 50
percent of the oil needed in the
United Stales.
Even the
increased Alaska production
"would not make up lor the
expected decline in oil pro
duction."
The demand lor oil is con
stantly increasing, and the
fact is. it is the western indus
trialized powers that are
really being hurt by the oil
crisis.
Edwards also indicated
that there is a " great deal of
sympathy for Israel in many
European countries now for
what the Jews suffered during
World War 11.
With
reference
to
America. Edwards said
"there seems to be an
emotional commitment on the
part of the political leaders in
America toward
Israel.

A reminder: Leaving on one's lights is not too bright.

1)0) YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING AT

FAT CITY ANNFX

One lett the lecture after
wards with the feeling that a
just resolution of the MiddleEast crisis would serve as the
most proper step towards
solving the current energy
crisis our nation and many
other
western
developed
nations are facing.

~j

Body Shop
specially blended herbal teas
-ask about our ginseng supplyex! ract -root lets-powder
Tigerbalni...Chinese Breath Freshner

j ^

RENT A CAR
Rent our weekend special Pinto or Maverick. From
noon Fri. to noon Mon. for just $14.50 (addit. $2 for
Ustang), plus 200 free miles and only 8 cents per
mile thereafter.

FREE BEER
ONE KKKK PITCHER
WITH THIS cot PON

TUES-THURS NITES
WITH THE ORDER OF
ONE LARGE PIZZA
AT

DINO'S

call John 466-5211; ext. 331
7555 Pacific Ave.
Stockton
478-4111

RENT-A-CAR
M|NER

AVE

Convenience

_

During the current energy
crisis many
Americans
complain
ol
losing
gas
conveniences while in reality
this is nothing in comparison
to the situation in which your
land, your home and your
possessions are taken away
from you. as in I he ease ol the
Palestinian Arabs.
Evictions, expulsions and
confiscations of Arab lands,
and the demolition ol Arab
buildings in Palestine by the
Israelis are not rare events.
According to Edwards, over
10.000 shops have been confis
cated from Palestinian Arabs

Weapons
Suggestion of a possible
access to nuclear weapons
arose during the lecture upon
which Edw ards said, "for the
short mentality, the Israelis
would definitely utilize atomic
weapons if she received
them."
The greatest suppres
sion and distortion ol news in
America deals with the Middle
East." observed Edwards.
Censorship ol Palestinian.suf
ferings is just one aspect ol the
extremely pro-Israel news
coverage in America.

Key

The key to the whole issue
lies in the words ol Edwards.
"It is not so much that it is
America waving Israel by the
tail but rather Israel that is
waving America by the tail.

120 North 8th Street
Camden, New Jersey 08102
Telephone: (609 ) 365-7857
LOWEST KATES GUARANTEED - COMPARE AND SEE
Duality Research - 24 Hour Mail Orders
Originals by Professional Degreed Researchers
Professionally Typed with Bibliography & Footnotes
SEND $1.00 lor a Complete Listing

myeuieLRRT
w

IHake Hour Ouin Jeuielry

RHINESTONE SETTINGS
lor Inbne and a large selection ol rhincstones are now in. Decorate
your-own clothes in the colors you like at large savings.

LARGE PLASTIC BEADS
THIN RAWHIDE (extra strong)
AFRICAN TRADING BEADS
WOOI) BEADS
Why not make jewelry items and sell them for extra income? Now is
the season-We early the largest selection.

FREE EARRING CLASSES

""

1 lb. loaves $2.l)tl

'jUnily"

A sense of betrayal in the
Arab countries by the large
powers such as the US. consti
tutes a "force ol unity."
Nixon's actions more than
demonstrate this point.
"There is still more talk in
Israel
ol
even
more
expansion...it's
really
frightening!"
proclaimed
Edwards, ft is Zionist phil
osophy that the "civilized
world" should support such
expansionsist policies in order
to secure ail oil source.

by the Israelis.
The only part of the
world where Jews under
persecution have been able to
find refuge has been in the
Arab world." An excellent
example of this is the Spanish
inquisition, when many Jews
fled to nearby Arabeountries.
In Palestine, the Jews could
have found a place to settle,
but the problem arose out of
the desire to create an exclu
sive Israel state.

HANCOCK RESEARCH NOTF.S

! "For a special Christmas gill.j
' lordcr a rtalural I ruil 'cake nl«
| |lhe FAT CITY ANNEX Made
| jwith.dried fruits.

scents, lotions, oils I rout the

stemming from the similar
historical experience of
pioneering white colonists in
botli countries.

I

T&ssss- - w« KMar—
Mon.-Fri.

10-9; Sot. 10-5;

Sun. 12-5

1

Recording Tape
-Every DayDiscount Priced
Anipex

C-60 Cassette $.85
C-90 Cassette $1.35
Anipex 20-204- Studio Quality Cassettes
C-60 Cassette $2.35
C-90 Cassette $3.50
Anipex Chromium Dioxide
C-60 Cassette $2.49
C-90 Cassette $3.30
Ampex 8-Track Blank Tape
42 Minute $1.49
84 Minute $1.99
UNIVERSITY BOOK STORK
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
903 West Stadium Drive
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95204
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Dollars and Sense
The Long Range Planning Committee s $375 increase in
costs for tuition and room andboard may prove to ha V g
consequences for the university. The cost hi e
time when families are pinched by the soaring too , g
cost of living prices.
Apparently the recommendation was made wi
sidering the possible adverse effects on enrollment and rete tion. Last year the tuition hike was made in spite ol students
objections that fewer prospective students would*enroll ana
the number of students returning in the fall would d^cred®ev
The overall Stockton campus enrollment this year has oniy
increased by 44, despite the energetic recruitment campaign.
Thus, the Regents and administration must try toslash
part of this soaring cost in order to block the snowba' e. e '
rising tuitipn which results in fewer students, which in turn
causes another tuition increase.
Scholarship recipients' enrollment must also be
considered. $2200 is the maximum State Scholarship allot
ment and therefore students will have to make up e
difference in tuition costs through UOP scholarships or
summer earnings. However, summer earnings are genera y
used to defray room and board expenses.
Students on scholarships will undoubtedly seek less
expensive schools in order to avoid mounting loan debts, to
continue to attract needy students, the number and size ol
UOP scholarships will also increase il tuition rises, resulting
in a greater chunk of the University's general lund going to
scholarships.
Student pressure from both scholarship and paying
students js vital if this tuition hike is going to be considerably
reduced. Students should inform their parents ol the increase
and encourage them to send letters to President McCaiire
objecting to the cost jump. Parentsshould also consider form
ing a parents action committee against the tuition increase.
We must not sit back and hope that the Regents will listen
to our silent thoughts. Loud, vocal dissatislaction with the
proposal must be heard. Visual pressure must be seen.
Organize your dorm or living group and demand the adminis
tration's attention . Announce the number of students who will
not return if tuition rises greatly.
Dollars and Cents talk with the administration. Let s
hope fewer tuition DOLLARS will make more SENSE.

Newsweek-Associ-ated Collegiate Press5
Survey College Editors on Political,
Economic, Social, and Cultural Affairs
Seventy percent of college
editors strongly agree that big
business ought to concern i self as much with social
responsibility as with profits.
This is a principal finding ol a
poll conducted by Newsweek,
inc., and the Associated
Collegiate Press.
The survey on tne
American System was con
ducted during September and
October of 1973. Question
naires were mailed to 575
college editors. The findings,
tabulated by Beta Research
Corporation, under the super
vision of Newsweek, are based
on a sample of 268.
The survey was designed
to determine college editor s
feelings about the state of
affairs in the United States in
four areas: political, eco
nomic, social and cultural.

DAYNA PETERSEN

letters
Evaluation and Confrontation
Dear Editor,
The recent happenings in art (performers, vocalists,
the Conservatory of Music teachers) are some of the
warrant some evaluation and most creative, enlightened
confrontation. Being a non- and sensitive people in our
conservatory student, I feel I society. Their particular
have some objectivity and am interest in music, in its un
free or 'pure emotionalism', adulterated, free form, neces
which are two classic re sitates and produces these
buttals thrown out at dissent characteristics. It seems onlynatural then, that a Conserva
ing voices,_
Conservatory myself, I do tory of Music would do all in its
have a deep feeling for music power to foster and nourish
and a high regard for those in these traits. As recent events
volved in the music field. seem to indicate, this at
Musicians, in all areas of the mosphere of freedom of exLETTERS see pg 6

jPacifican

Dayna Petersen
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Stephen Smith.
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Sports Editor
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Although nearly ihrppthreequarters of
the editors
surveyed have confidence in
the principles of the American
political system and nearly
seventy percent feel that even
though the American system
may not be ideal, it is the best
available in the world today, a
majority doesn't believe that
the American system of
government is truly demo
cratic.
Seventy percent believe
that because of the structure
of our economic system, wel
fare is necessary. Fifty nine
percent of the editors feel that
the American way of life is
better than any other nation's.
Those
who
disagree
mentioned England, Sweden,
Switzerland and Canada (in
that order) as having a better
way of live than any other

nation.
- A majority of the editors
believes that the United States
is keeping pace with the rest of
the world in coping win,
problems in health, housing
and education but not crime.
Three-fourths think a system
of socialized medicine should
be instituted in the United
States. More than eight-tenths
feel civil liberties are being
threatened by too much
government intervention, a
majority feels that society has
the right to legislate social
restraints on heroin but not on
marijuana, pornography,
homosexuality or privacy
(e.g. "no knock" law).
a
Seventy percent of the
editors believe that the United
States is headed toward a
more socialist state.

Student Editor's Response
Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

I have confidence in the prin
ciples of the American politi
cal system.

32.8%

41:8%

17.2%

The American political sys
tem may not be ideal, but it's
the best available in the world
today.

31.7%

37.3%

4.5%

37.3%

Our economic system is unj ust
because wealth is distributed
unfairly.

23.9%

28.7%

34.0%

12.3%

Unfairly distributed wealth
can be controlled without des
troying private and corporate
initiative.

20.1%

45.5%

24.3%

8.6%

President Nixon will take
steps to assure an improve
ment in the economy this year.

3.4%

20.9%

29.9%

43.3%

Our civil liberties are being
threatened by too much
government intervention.

40.3%

Do you think the American
way of life is better than any
other nation's?

Yes: 59.0%

Generally speaking, politicans are all alike; they pan
der to self interest or regional
interests without regard for
the good of the country.

40.3%

Strongly
Disagree

Does this society have the
right to legislate social
restraints on:
Pornography
Homosexulaity
Use of Heroin
Privacy (i.e. "no knock" law,
legal wiretapping, etc.)

35.8%

14.9%

No: 32.1%

26.7%
9.3%
23.3%
15.1%
16.3%
8.1%

4.7%
3.5%
2.3%
15.1%
3.5%
14.0%

Does have
the right
30.2%
15.7%
84.3%
36.9%
24.3%

6.3%

22.8%

If your answer is no, what na
tion, has a superior way of life
when compared to the U.S. ?
England
Germany
Sweden
Canada
Switzerland
France
China
Japan
Russia
Other Europe
Austrailia
Other

7.8%

Does not have
the right
67.2%
81.7%
12.7%
60.8% '

73.1%

21.3%

*
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Coution Needed To Prevent Campus Crimes
r-.~-c.itv
University

nf
P;inifir*
of fhp
the Pacific
can expect an
nrreased campus crime rate
.he near future according to
Security Police Chief Smith
-As history repeats ltselt.
crime to
we can expect
Lrease with any economicrecession,'he explained. and
President
Nixon's chief
economist, Herbert Stein, has
oredicted that the fuel short
age will cause a dramatic rise
in the unemployment rate and
a slowing of the nation s
economy during the next year.
Chief Smith noted that the
potential forcHme on campus
Juil always exist, but the
expected crime increase may
call
for more stringent
security measures.
students

hnro
4 eight hours
burg about six to
later according to Richard's
brother. John. The car was
completely
stripped. The
windows were all smashed
along with everything else
that could be broken.

unnn
By SHANNON
SHANNON HOOD
attempted to molest one of the
residents early on a Saturday
morning. Police reported that
he was scared away by other
students.

the next evening, a 21yeai-old teniale student was
raped on Knoles Field after a
UOP In The Hark
man grabbed and threatened
A potential attacker her. The student told police
entered the second story room she was walking to her
dormitory from the Univ
ol a campus sorority and
ersity Townhouse Apart

ments that evening. She was
wheeling her bicycle, with a
Hat tire, when the reported
assault occurred.
Several dormitory head
residents agreed that stu
dents seem to have exerted
more caution against walk
ing alone at night since the
incidents of rape and lewd
conduct on campus this fall.

the number of dormitory
burglaries has decreased this
fall, students should continue
to be cautious. Campus crime
is becoming more profes
sional, with forgeries and the
use of stolen ASUOP cards as
false identification for credit
are among the more sophis
ticated problems we are
facing.

Sophisticated Crimes

liiHiiiiiMiiiiiiiiniaaHiiiH;
£ December 7 -9: Values Ex• ploration Weekend in
S Columbia, leaving Friday
5 at 5:00 pm. Sign-up in the
5 Anderson Y for this weekS end facilitated by Marilyn
5 Robertson. Price $10, limit
Z 20 beings.
ViMiamiaaiiaaiauiiaiaiiiamiTi

The main problem with
campus security, according to
many head residents and the
security officers, is that stu
dents will often attempt to
handle a potentially criminal
situation themselves.
He added that, although

Thefts
Tom

Adams.

head

resident at the South/West

dormitory complex, indicated
that the number of thefts has
been lowered this fall. Several
other head residents agreed.
Mr. James Astor from
Price House and Chief Smith
agreed that the decline of
burglaries is primarily due to
the improved attitudes of the
students^
He added that commu
nication between the resi
dences is an important part of
.security. "Multiple crimes
may be prevented simply by
making people aware of
what's going on."
Chief Smith suggested
that an automatic relay
system be established where
by all dormitories would be
alerted whenever suspicious
actions are noticed.
He
mentioned
that
security
officers have patrolled the
residences more frequently
this year to curb the dorm ripoffs.

They do not love
that do not show their love."
William Shakespeare

Choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut and
superb color. There is
no finer diamond ring.

Car tape deeks are a common target lor campus thieves.

ELECTRONIC
POCKET CALCULATOR

R EG ISTER EO J L DlA MON D RINGS

The Electronic Slide
Rule With a Memory

Campus Cars
The automobile of Mrs.
Frank MeClure, a cook at
, P,was stolen from campus
's fall. Police found the car
in Stagg High School's parklng lot where Mrs. MeClure
recovered it the next day.
, P'chard Hall, a graduate
"dent in Biology, said that
ne recent theft of his 1962 j
evr°let
left him in an
expected financial disaster.
,.„e. Car Was taken from the
r lng
in front of Burns
Tm
et and was found in Pitts-

T-M Reg. A.H. Pond Co.

West l a n e
liquor

WlSIII:s

UOl' SHIDKM S
A

, MERRY
L'HRISTMAS
AN1) A

„ happy
new year

Summit SE88M
Features Include:
e Adds,

Subtracts
• Multiplies,
Divides
e Memory
e Squares
• Square Root
e Percent Key

e Fixed & Floating

•
•
•
e

•
•

Decimal
Round-Off
8 Col. 4 Function
Ni-Cad Battery
& Recharger
Exponent Plus
Weighs 8 ounce*4"x3"xlV4"

ONLY
$99.50

•STOCKTON TYPEWRITER CO.
LINCOLN'CENTER

177- 4 4<»."»

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

I
I
I

I
I

I

I

Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 254.
F.73
NameAddres

City —

State —
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201
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UOP Coeds Take To The Sky

Every
nerve
was
straining, half with fear, half
with anticipation. They were
talking excitedly, surrounded
by sky-diving gear, on their
way to an Antioch airfield.
"It was real..." Allie Evans, a
University of the Pacific
freshman, smilingly recalled
her first sky-diving experi
ence. While floating down
with the parachute billowing
above her, she felt so free, able
to gaze at the scenery for
miles.
Meg Peterson and Carol
Sexton, also UOP freshmen,
reacted similarly, "I was so
jazzed!"
exclaimed
Ms.
Sexton. ""What a trip..."kept
flashing through my head,
Ms. Peterson recalled about
her two-minute float in the air,
adding, "I was so excited and
tense,
I
was hyperven
tilating!
"You're on a platform
near the plane's door, called a

strut, and the jumpmaster
says go," said Ms. Evans,
creating the few seconds be
fore jumping. "It is a scary,
rushed feeling when letting go
of the plane but it is sb quick
you don't remember it. Beiore
I could think, the chute was
up," Ms. Peterson vividly
relayed her excitement.
Because
they
were
novices, their chutes were
connected to static lines lrom
the plane to gurantee their
opening. "At 3,000 feet eleva
tion, on the strut ready to
jump, the wind velocity was so
great, my eyes were water
ing. I was glad to get out ol the
plane!" chuckled Ms. Evans.
They jumped, aiming lor a
marked target below, steering
their chutes with toggles,
which are ropes from the
opened chute to the jumper s
back.
"I wasn't really scared
because our pre-jump training

was rigorous and thorough,
35 Mgs. Peterson, referring
to nine hours of training the
previous day with the Stevens
Para-Lolt School of Sport
Parachuting. Training
volved practicing land ng
falls, counts for relasing the
chute, leaving the plane, a
written test and an hypotheti
cal jump situation.
•You can't relate this
mock jump to really jumping
but it does prepare you,
reassured
Ms.
Peterson,
detailing the training session.
The school supplied them
with training, equipment and
one jump lor a cost of 35
dollars. "Once is enough. It is
too expensive for a lull-time
hobby. It was really fantastic
and a worthwhile exper
ience," said Ms. Sexton, who
never thought she would ever
really skydive but had always
hoped to

LETTERS from pg -f
pression and encouragement
of
experimentation and
creativity is sadly lacking.
The forced resignation
of Dr. Denning strikes a criti
cal blow to the reputation
and
credibility
ol
the
Conservatory. His standards
of excellence, his high regard
lor fellow students and laeulty members, his keen
appreciation oi student needs
and capabilities were all evi
dent both from his actions and
the resounding and total
movement by students and
faculty members to rally to his
support. It seems incredulous
indeed to hear statements
about Dr. Denning's sub-par
standards as a professor or his
deficiency in meeting student
needs eminating down from
the top hierarchy of the
Conservatory. All one has to
do is engage in conversation
with any student of the Con
servatory, and without excep
tion, incomparable praise con-.
cerning Dr. Denning's excel

lence, his high standards 0[
performance, and his com.
plete
understanding m
communication with students
is evidenced.
Dr. Denning will be sorely
missed. But the even greater
question remains: How many
more teachers and students
will meet with the same l'ate
for the 'crime' of creativity
and musical expression? The
Conservatory's quest to lo.
present itself as an esteemed,
highly respectable institution
of musical learning and ex
pression is at a crossroad. The
administration of this Univer
sity has two choices: that ol
sustaining the status quo in the
Conservatory and have it con
tinue on its present road ol
musical
and
creative
stagnation, or taking steps
OOW to reverse this path and
help raise the Conservatory to
the standards of excellence
that it has the potential the
achieve.
R. Edelson

Frustrating and Worthless
Dear Editor,

I agree with Mr. Paul
Matteucci's letter of Novem
ber 30 that a professor has the
prerogative to make his
classes open to students of his
own college first. But I am a
bit confused by the under
lying
implication of this
prerogative.
MEN AND BOYS SAVE $$
ON THE NEWEST STYLES
RAZOR CUTS
(includes shampoo
and conditioning)
at the

STOCKTON-MOLER
BARBER COLLEGE
324 E. MARKET
OPEN TUES. Thru SAT.
All students' work
supervised by qualified
licensed instructors

I would like to ask then
why is a certain course an
nounced if it has already been
closed? It seems to me that
this is a fairly common mal
practice of the registration
system at UOP. Often a
course is listed and too often,
the course has already been
filled and closed before the
scheduled registration. This
existing malpractice is unfair,
but also frustrating for the stu
dent.
If Boyd Mathias' Winter
Term Photography course has
been filled two months before
registration, then what was
the point in announcing the
course ? At best it has been dis
appointing, frustrating, and
worthless for students like
Mary Mason and others who
set their hopes on a course
which remained essentially
unattainable.
Naved Khan
Senior, COP-

nd Charming
Nostalgia

A
{mam

DECORATED IN RARE

6 BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUES
OLD TIME
OLD TIME
OLD TIME
OLD TIME
BREAD

ATMOSPHERE
GOODNESS
PRICES
HOT HOME MADE YEAST
DELIGHTFUL FOOD

Charles and Charlotte, Owners

e Otde

Hoosier

Jht* I'lu ilican
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ASUOP Senate Revamps
Cheerleader Selection

Santa s On His Way...

"In the past three years
the spirit squads have failed to
do their jobs. The guys in the
fratsdoa hell of a betterjob,"
says University of the Pacific
Senator Mark Rogo.
Steve Kessler, junior, COP:
"I want a bulldozer to pick up
my dog s excretions. 1 want
the athletic department to
give the tennis team some
money. rd like l0 gjve
Pohl socks.'

XJic Question Man asks pretty coed Debbie Vaughn if he
have her for Christmas? Well, she probably won't be
under his tree but he wishes one and all peace on earth and
good will towards man, anyway ,

could

What do you want
Christmas this year?

for

Jennifer Frye, sophomore,
COP: "I don't know. Oh yu, a
tape deck for my car and a ski
trip to Lake Tahoe.I want to
have some fun and to see
people happy. There are so
many now who are dis
contented. Merry Christmas
to all.

Dissatisifaction with the
squads has motivated Rogo to
consider issuing a by-law to
withdraw all of their ASUOP
funds, totaling $1062.50. This
would threaten the existence
of the cheer and song leading
groups.
This action will be con
sidered if the song and cheer
leaders do not fulfill their
responsibilities equally. "The
song leaders appeared to do
nothing during
football
season. Alter speaking with
the song leaders, I realized
they weren't being given equal
time on the platform to per
form," explains Rogo. He
feels both squads aren't work
ing to their potential.
If the situation doesn't im
prove
during
basketball
season, Rogo will submit his
legislation to withdraw the
funds which are generally
used for uniforms. He believes
the money allocated lor their
use could be better spent by
other campus social groups.

An
alternative plan
suggested by Mel Panizza is a
by-law which would have a
Senate committee choose
heads for each squad. This
would enable the Senate to
select people who could have a
squad that was more rep
resentative and responsive to
the entire student body and,
therefore, more responsible in
using ASUOP funds. As it
stands now, head spirit
leaders are elected.
"This
system makes it a popularity
contest rather than one based
on capabilities. The heads are
free to hold squad try -outs
however they please. It
usually ends up consisting ot
their personal friends," adds
Rogo.
With this new legislation.
Senate approved squad heads
would have widely publicized
try-outs open to all ASUOP
card holders.

$2 PER PAGE
FREE CATALOG
Our up-to-date mail order catalog list
ing thousands of topics is available
absolutely free-we'll even pay the
postage! Delivery takes 1 to 2 days.
Write

NAT'L RESEARCH BANK
420 No. Palm Dr . Bev Hills. Cal 90210
TELEPHONE: (213) 271 5439
Material is sold for
research purposes only.

Nancy Banfield, junior, COP:
"A new pair of ski boots and
lots of oil from Alaska for the
rest of the country.I am from
Alaska."

Franz Vaiarello,senior, COP:

"I'd like to see the baseball
team win
the
P.C.A.A.
championship with a lot of
support from the student
bo(Iy- I want Ron Zakoor to
»i°W a-few inches taller and
Mike Walsh to grow a better
Mustache. Above all, I wish
Peace for everybody."

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
s„„h .

$2-75 per page

your uP-t°-date, 160-page,
mail
to
catalog. Enclose $1.00
1 to^^jay^Sta®e delivery time is

Questionman's Cameraman,
graduate school, COP:
I
want a new transformer for
my electric train. A new goaltending thisket and some new
vulcanized biscuits for the
hockey club. It'd be nice il we
could win a game."

Kea Allan, junior, School of
Education: "Peace and quiet,
less hassles, tohave things run
a little smoother. That's about
it. I would hope the world
would get its shit together all
around."

UOP:

Ry thecoop

withPSA#

!MSCHASSISTANCE
- |NCIRE

L(ffi?
BLVD., SUITE #2
^ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
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cy4rt Carved
Now!
Breuners
has
diamonds,
too!
Breuners and Art Carved have
joined to offer a full selection
of engagement and wedding rings.
Come in and see the wide assortment of dis
tinctive bands handcrafted of 1 4-karat gold.
Each diamond is selected for quality and karat
weight. Whether you prefer contemporary or
antique, Breuners will be happy to help you
select the Art Carved ring which best ex
presses your love. Matching wedding bands
are included in our collection at Breuners.

Breuners
Stockton, 7676 Pacific Ave.
Phone 4 7 7 - 8 1 5 1
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Professor Mcllvenna Believes Lectures More Constructive
"PoTitical
aspirations?
No, I became a political
scientist by accident!"
chuckles Professor Ray
Mcllvenna. He had intentions
of becoming an English
teacher, when he discovered
political science in a class to
fill a void iq his college
schedule. "It was the most
exciting class I'd ever had,
he recalls.
This man of many minds,
political theorist, economist,
professor and department
head of political science at the
University of the Pacific, has
his share of opinions while
remaining a firm believer in
objectivity.

"Politically, I am a
liberal. I can claim no party
loyalty because this would
affect
my objectivity.
Political parties don't stand
for enough. I voteon issuesnot
for a man because the man
can sellout, but an issue
can't,"
explains
Dr.
Mcllvenna while applying his
occupational knowledge to
personal beliefs.
"A political theorist is one
who, through the study and
observations of history and
political events, past and
present, draws a certain con
clusion as to the patterns of
politics," clarifies Dr.
Mcllvenna. He uses an his

torical approach to look at the
"whole of man" to gain
insight. Contributing to an
insight into political science is
his economics background,
because he believes the
political systems are so
closely related to the economy
of a nation.
"I am a firm believer in
democracy. To be effective,
democracy requires a wellinformed citizen," he frankly
states. As a professor, he
strives to inform his students.
The professor's pro
fession is to give direction and
to set meaningful guidelines
for learning. "I don't go for

'touchy-feely" education,'' he employment. A year later, the
boldly says, while explaining calling for knowledge and
an
his class technique. He adds,
"Discussion groups are too education brought him
University
often a pooling of ignorance, Willamette
when students are unpre
pared.
I .believe lectures, Oregon, where his academy,
seminars and special pro endeavors centered aromm
political
science
jects are more constructive.
and
economics,
while
his physi^j
Education should be pleasant.
To make it enjoyable students efforts brought him an inter.
choose their own topics of collegiate boxing chan%
interest on projects to serve as ship
After two years of college
self-education."
he served in the army. After
this came two more years at
Willamette for his A.B.degm,
and three at Harvard University in Massachusetts for'
M.A. and Ph. D.

SAVE ON

MWprintt

Dr. Ray Mcllvenna

by Berkey!

TEXTURED, BORDERLESS, COLOR PRINTS

Color Developing
& Prints

"I can't teach anybody
anything. I can only stimulate
them to learn. A broad liberal
education is necessary for
professional and personal
value. I believe in the Greek
ideal of each individual
developing to his highest
degree," he stresses.

Romance and travel high,
lighted hisoccupational dutiei
while serving as a consultant
to the Brazilian government
and public education system
in South America. Combining
business with pleasure, he
married his Portuguese
language teacher and became
fluent enough to publish his
last book in Portuguese
Another trip to South
America, Africa and Europe
this past year to study
contemporary dictatorship;
will help in the writing of his
current literary challenge on
contemporary
political
theory.

Ray Mcllvenna has an
extensive list of accom

Back to the present,
answering the
inevitable
question
about
Watergate
he
plishments and experiences
says,
"It
will
have
a
behind him. When did it all
begin?
Before college, he effect because it will 1
It will make the
opted fora practical education reform.
people demand more. As bad
in life. Instead of typically
trudging off to college follow as it seems now, you have
ing his high school gradu put the situation into per
ation, he rushed off to the spective. Government was
beaches of Hawaii, working worse 100 years ago, at least it
wherever he could locate is out in the open today."
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Intramural

D

Season Closes

LU

yasketba"
p ut.ngs's vs* Hayward Si. JV s. h riday, December 7, 8
i UOF's campus gym. Admission free,
p.m-111

,.pvs LSU in Baton Kouge. La. Saturday, December 8. 5
^ uct KJOV 1280 John Kasbach calls the action
p.m- 10
IIP vs. D. of Santa Clara, at San Jose, Ca. Tuesday, Decem11 jj p.m. KJOY 1280 John Kasbach calls the action.
p returns

Stockt°n

home to meet Pepperdine U. December15in

Civic Auditorium at 8 p.m.

HOP %Snake Pits'
By Dave McCauley
In the November 26lh
issue ol Sports Illustrated, the
Stockton Civic Auditorium
article
was featured in an
entitled "Snake Pits". This
was the term used to describe
pavillions with overwhelming
home court advantages due to
either the architecture of the
buildings or the tans that fill
them.
When asked if the home
court advantage was very
significant, head basketball
coach, Stan Morrison, re
sponded, "The very vocal and
emotionally involved Stockton
tuns and students give the
team a distinct advantage
which has won us many a
game. Also, no team plays as
well on the road as they do at
home. An unfamiliar court
can have many distractions
which a player is not used to,
not to mention an unfriendly
crowd. The Stockton fans

recognize the important role
they play in keeping us 011 the
winning road. They have the
ability to pick the team up
when
they arc stalling,
distract the opponent into
making mistakes, and even
sometimes to influence the
referees. Their enthusiasm
and proximity to the court
have built UOPan impressive
record at home."
The Stockton Civic, a
converted theater, has been
the home ol UOP since I960. In
this house ol Tiger worship, 45
straight wins were recorded at
home until they lost a lough
one to Long Beach last season.
This year already Pacific
is 2-0 with one of those wins at
home. In order to further this
win streak, it is
ilal the
support continue. Morrison
sums it up, "Without the Tiger
fans, the game becomes a lot
tougher."

Intramurals are finished
'or this semester, with the
men s football championship
going to the Phi Kappa Tau
traternity.
T*hi Tau beat "Doesn't
Matter To Me" in a tough
defensive battle, 6-0. The only
score came on a Phi Tau 50yard run.
Intramural
Director,
Rick Olson, described the
game as the "coldest,
toughest game we've had this
year. It was very windy, so the
passing was limited, which
explains the low score."
Despite
the
inclement
weather, however, a large
turnout ol about 150 witnessed
the championships.
Doesn't Matter To Me was
considered by Olson to be a
"Cinderella
team" after
knocking oil SAE in a 27-24
upset win. The team came
close to tying the champion
ship game, advancing to the
50-yard line. However, they
were stopped
in four
successive plays by the Phi
Tau defense, bolstered by Skip
Sage and Tom Hackleman.
The win left Phi Tau with
an undefeated 7-0 record and
the men's championship. In
Powder Puff competition, the
B.S.Squad had already come
in first place with a 5-0-2
record.
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Women's Swim Team
Pours It On
By ANN EDELMAN

With each mile in the
great orange van, the
women's swim team floated
through pouring rain, sliding
mud. rugged roads, and a lot
of bad jokes to make their way
to the NCIAC swim finals at
Humboldt Stale in Areata,
California.
Seven girls qualified for
the finals and turned in
excellent
times,
and

individual best. Sally Van
Dyke, senior, qualified for the
finals in all three events in
which she entered; the 50
butterfly,
100
individual
medley, and the 100 back
stroke. Sally finished ninth in
the fly, eighth in the I.M. and
tilth in the back overall, in the
time of 1:06-4, good enough to
qualify her for the NCAA
finals in March.

LIVING THINGS

On Campus
(In front of ASUOP Office )
Dec. 10-14 Mon-Fri 1-5

Unique Pottery, Plants
All Prices All Types

ZALES
JEWELERS

Our People Make Us NumberOne

8 th Af
UN-REGIMENTED
STUDENT PROGRAMS
8 WEEKS EUROPE
6 WEEKS EUROPE
8 WEEKS ISRAEL &
EUROPE
CONTACT
LAURA THOMAS at
ASU(^

TRAVEL SERVICE

p

$
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THINGS

,4 UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
IN SHOPPING

Mountain Pipes
Stained Class

Plants-Terrariums

I

l603 Pacific

&
ftone

Handblown glass

Pillows with a Flair
Macrame

X-mas Wreaths
jewelery

Poinsettias
Ceramics

146b

Christmas rings
set with color
for him and her.

a. Red Royal Star, 3 diamonds, 14 karat gold, $119.95.
b. Genuine amethyst, diamond, 14 karat gold, $79.95.
c. Pear shape genuine opal, 14 karat gold, $34.95.
d. Blue Royal Star, 12 diamonds, 14 karat gold, $239.95.
e. Genuine jade, 10 karat gold, $79.95.
f. Genuine Black Star, 14 karat gold, $99.95.
g. Royal Star, 9 diamonds, 14 karat gold, $195.00.

Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge.
Six convenient ways to buy:
Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge • BankAmericar'd
Master Charge • American Express • layaway

WEBERSTOWN MALL

OPEN MON-SAT 9-9

.UN 125

1

478-1788

Stockton Made Palal
lor Winter Term
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KUOP-The 1Peculiar Institution'

By DAVID SEGERSTROM

By CARLA NORTON
There's more to KUOP
than meets the air.
With a broadcasting
radius of about 100 miles, and
a listening
audience of
approximately 200 thousand,
KUOP is the real thing, and
the learning experience
students get from it is not just
the miniature reproduction
tjiat is so often the case in
college training. "People
confront their own mistakes
and learn from them,".
believes Director of Broad
casting, James Irwin.
and
prddOfcObn studios on Chapel
Lane and the broadcasting
studio atop Burns Tower,
University of the Pacificstudents learn how to pull the
30 thousand watts in multi
plex FM stereo.
'Though., a more tradi
tional point of view might hold
KUOP as irrelevant to college
education, Irwin feels that
"you cannot be properly
educated in this time of his
tory if you don't^know about
riiedia...American society is
what it is because of electronicmedia."
But KUOP has it's
problems...about
$12,000
worth.
Last year the University
cut about that much from the
KUOP budget. They're left to
fend for themselves with no
money for publicity and no
place for advertising.
"We have to prove we can
fund ourselves, or else we'll be
out," explains one engineer.
Consequently
the station
regularly broadcasts a plea
for donations.
It is hoped that support
will primarily come in the
form of underwriting by
corporations.
"But
corp
orations don't just jump right
up and hand you a'check,
added Irwin.
In the meantime the cut in
funding is having repcr-

t

cussion.
"As tney lose financing,
they cut back their creati
vity," is disc j o c k e y /engineer
Bill Burnside's opinion.
Engineers wages have
been cut, and they aren't paid
at all for doing shows which
aren't pre-programmed, i.e.
rock music. "That always
seemed funny to me because
you do the programming,

about the station's program
ming vary widely within the
staff of over 100 members.
More than minor disputes
over the classical vs. rock
ratio of air* lime, the
philisophy of the station is in
question.
Is KUOP s main function
to serve the community, or to
provide a creative situation
lor the students
to explore

Winter term is a time ot
special study that is some
times spent in exotic loreign
lands, in one's own home town
or, if you're one of the untortunates, in Stockton.
While Stockton can hardly
be described as exotic, there
are several events taking
place in or near it that can
make life at least tolerable.
If you enjoy movies,
Anderson Y is still running
their free films every week
end during winter term. The
films being shown are:
Psycho, the Alfred Hitchcock
classic, on Jan. 4, 5 and 6:
Rachael, Rachael on Jan. 11,
12 and 13; and Sam Pekinpah's chilling Straw Dogs on
the 25, 26, and 27.
Also planned by Ander
son Y's Kathy Mondragon are
off-campus
weekends in
Columbia State Park, the first
taking place on Friday,
January 11. Ms. Mondragon
warned that "only a limited
number can go", so, if you re
interested, contact her at
Anderson Y.

Disc jockey Richard Zacharias jives with the sounds on
KUOP from 2-5 pm on Tuesdays.

commented dj/engineer John media potentials?
"You control 100 thousand
Door.
An element in the people's minds when pushing
situation is that KUOP. those buttons," indicated
according to Irwin "is a dj/engineer Lindy Thurrell.
peculiar institution in the With a perspective like that,
what'side would you be on?
university."
The pcculaiarity stems
from the fact that, though the
station is located on campus
and is primarily staffed by it******* AA A * A A A A A i
students, it is designed a s a , ,
The winning film of
public radio station.
>•
several
awards at Cannes
Though
KUOP
is"'
Festival
entitled "Slaugh
community-aimed, opinions
ter House Five", will be
shown tonight in the Ro
tunda at two special presen
tations in co-operation with
the ASUOP Forum and
Social Directors.
P.A. Systems, Amplifiers,
The film is based on the
book by Kurt Vonnegut.
Electric Guitars and Basses,
Curtain time is at 7:00
Drum Sets, Pianos and Microphones
and 9:30 pm. Admission is
BY THE DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
free to all ASUOP card
holders.
,
Come in now or call for information
i¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥>;
Phone 466-4388
2363 Pacific Ave.
Open All Week Nites until 9

AAlRAOfcE 0OOOO

NOW RENTS

Good Times
Good Food
Good People
Good

Atmosphere

IMPORTED BEER
DARK BEER ON TAP
Vzprice on first pitcher
with this ad

UJNCHCS A DINNERS EVERY DAY
All 0g*s invmd
,IM. n f l e
609 PORTCR WAY
lie
477-6963

The Forum on National
Priorities will be more or less
idle during the term, with few
speakers scheduled. Tenta
tively ; tanned is John Porkeney, v> ,:o will discuss the
topic of International Bank
ing on Tuesday, January 15.

There are several ton.
certs coming to the Bay A r(;i
the most notable of which
be the long-awaited
ait
pearance of Bob Dylan. The rt
will be two shows at the o^.
land Coliseum on February u
one at 6:00 and the other jj
10:00 p.m. The Allman Bro.
thers will be the main bill al
Winterland on New Year s
Eve and New Year's Day.

The American Film
Theater will have four special
showings
of
"Butley"
starring Alan Bates in thetiti e
role. The play-movie deals
with an English prolessorwho
has to cope with the loss ot his
wife and protege in a single
day. Bates is immensely
powerful in the role.

If none of those things
sound very attractive, thereis
skiing available in the moun
tains. Dodge Ridge, on Hi
way 108 past Sonora, has
weekday skiing, as does Bear
Valley, on highway 4 beyond
Murphys.
There is also sightseeing
at Yosemite National Park
(winter is the best time to go:
there are few. lew tourists
then) and, if you are willingto
travel the distance, addi
tional skiing at the LakeTata
Area.
Perhaps Winter Tern:
won't be so cold, after all.

^Wonderland' At Delta

For a change of pace, why play. Many dance numbed
don't you follow the white (choreographed by
rabbit to the Delta Speech Arts Sutherland) have also »
Auditorium on December 7 added to t h i s production
The rehearsals, whi
and see their production of
began
in October, will cj
ALICE IN WONDERLAND?
The Delta production, minate in P e r l o r m a n ^ A »!
under the direction ol December7,8,13,14,and • •
Franklin Wilbur, isbeingdone performances will be at P
in the traditional style, except with a Dec. 15 matineeat/P
The twenty-five mem*
that there has been quite a bit
r
of
music
added.
M a x cast will be headed by Aiw '
Costa
as
Alice.
MelJ
Simoncic, a music teacher at
Delta and UOP, has set to Rosselli, a UOP student win
music many of the poems portraying the Red Q ueen .
The sets will use a sen®
recited by characters in the
ol platforms and droP s
create the many din
scenes in wonderland.
..
So get out and see D*'
ALICE IN WONDERS
You're never too old.
478-9913

AUSH/mOK
7555 PACIFIC AVE.

IN THE OAKRIDGK CENTER

A MELLOW LOUNGE FEATURING HANDMADE
DRINKS BY I)R. FEELGOOD; A SOUND LOUNGE
FEATURING MCINTOSH & BOSH STEREO
COMPONENTS; AN ARCADE OF GAMES;
TOURNIES EVERY SAT.; FREE POPCORN &
FANTASTIC STEAMED 1IOTDOGS FOR ONLY 3.T
TWO DRINKS FOR THE PRICE OK ONE WITH
THIS AI).
UOP STUDENTS ONLY
LIMIT: 3 PER PERSON.
GOOD THROUGH DEC. 14

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIED
Free Delivery and Gift

BRIDAL REGISTRY

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
OPEN MONDAY even H
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Europeans To See Performances By Drama Dept
By

ELLEN POWELL
By STANZI UHEREK

Displaying a wide range

ipnts fourteen drama stuu/il'l present European

6

•fences with glimpses of
fmer canlife that range lrom
A, hawdy to the provocative.
program ot this
first-rate tour show
fun at our attitudes

fe second
T

s

year s

toward Vex and explores the

human mind.
from Or. Kuben to the
ujinny Hooker, American s
number one preoccupation is
,Pv Murray Schisgal s Dr.
Fish is a hysterical spool on
he "hot books" and sex "re
searchers"
consulted
lor
advice on achieving sexual
nirvana.

In the title role is Ted Ohl, Responding u> an audience
improvise.
emerges from four years
in the technical department
seeming more nervous than with the lights on he replies,
his client. Ted brings an "Doc, do you know what my
energy onstage, however, electric bill is every month?"
which rarely lags. His over- Mr. Citron, puffing on a cigar
precise diction and elfemi- and complaining loudly in a
nant mannerisms bring to life Brooklyn accent, gives the
the neurotic and unstable best performance in the show.
Dr. Fish could use tighter
counselor whose "doctorate is
direction. The pace is oc
in American History."
Enter one distraught, casionally slow and lines and
bits are lost. Overall, how
middle-aged
housewife
ever,
the flaws in the pro
played by Kathy Rainey. Ms.
Rainey is a talented actress duction do not diminish the
whose facial expressions say satiric value of Dr. Fish. It
provides
Europeans (and
far more than lines.
The
part
of
Mr. Americans) with a fresh look
Mendelsohn seems to have at our number one sport.
The
second
offering,
been written for Alex Citron.
Brainwave,
deals
with
the
Mr. Mendelsohn is' the epi
tome of hard-headed prac conflict between the rational
and the impulsive. Itseemsan
ticality.
When asked why he re odd choice of plays to "give
fuses to make love to his wife dimension to (Europeans')
A*******************

suggestion, tour members

who

calaveras caleadar

Tonight
'and 9:3Dp.m. Film, Slaughterhouse Five, lieMa reus Brown Theatre.
Rotunda.
jjpm. Alice In Wonderland - Delta Speech-Arts Auditorium.
"P.m. David Crosby and Graham Nash at S.F. Civic Auditorium,
p.m. Paul Butterlield and Elvin Bishop at Wiiilcrland.
a p.m. Pacific Arts Woodwind Quartet - Conservatory.
T hm. Play It Again, Sam. Stockton Civic Theatre.

Tomorrow

8nm"a1,1' " 3 IJ ln- Art Bide - COP Art Center.
P- i. Alice In Wonderland - Delta Speech-Arts Auditorium,
km. Lee Michaels at Wintcrland.
p.m. Play ft Again, Sam. Stockton Civic Theatre.

Tuesday, December 11
.

15

P m. Winter Bund Concert - Conservatory.

Wednesday, December 12
Thursda

^nsen,','t' Uoncert - Conservatory.

lay, December 13

m. Alice In Wonderland Delta Speech-Arts Auditorium.
'•'p.m. i omission Ensemble - Conservatory.

FriiL''-m-World Campus Afloat presentation. WPC 134.

»l'mvDeCember 14
"I'm i? Hiders <>| the Purple Sage - Wintcrland.
Maya" " Banla Clara County Fairgrounds.
"pin \
151) n c
^""Borland - Delta Speech-Arts Auditorium.
1 Bludent Bass and Woodwind Ensemble - Conservatory.

^urday, December 15

understanding of American
life and culture" as its
meaning is nebulous.
*
In her first major rote at
LOP, Tamsen Nash proves
herself a fine actress. But
even her performance can
hardly keep attention from
focusing on something more
interesting. The slow-motion
mime, intended as a suppor
tive backdrop, upstages the
slow dialog between Ms. Nash
and Tony Bryant.
By far the most enter
taining part of the evening is
the hour of improvisations.
Responding to audience
suggestions, east members
spontaneously invent scenes,
stories, or mimes.
Heavy demands are
placed on the actors
creativity and quick-thinking
and Pacific's troupe meets the
challenge beautifully. Usually
comic but occasionally
poignant, their scenes cap
ture the audience's lull atten
tion.
Through the medium
of dramatic expression,
Pacific's actors will trans
cend political boundaries with
a look at situations that are,
after all, universal.
«•'
I
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Party Supplies - Groceries
Keg Beer - Free Delivery
SPECIAL DISCOI NT KOU
SORORITY & KKATKHNITY

fM
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Alex Citron as the con
stable who unwillingly jails
Thoreau cannot go unmenlioned. It is one of the smaller
roles in the show, but Alex's
performance makes it a high
point of the evening.
Because this show must
travel, the only set pieces used
are a rather abstract jail cell
and two stools. The rest of the
setting is supplied only by
lights and a few sound effects.
The words and thoughts stand
on their own without the
necessity
for elaborate
settings.
The group will perform
Thoreau and the second
evening's program in Yugo
slavia, Austria and Germany
during January term.

*

LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN

S

Kenneth Fleishour's por
trayal of the aging Waldo
Emerson is excellent, and he
receives good support from
Alison Barnwell as his under
standing wife.

PO
SHERWOOD
Vlr
STOCKTON

• ••• •

StyvthU * Liquors

PHONE 47J1-3275

Allan Eriekson is a strong
John Thoreau and Michael
Heuly provides good comic
relief as the illiterate jail
mate.

Bailey (Michael llealy, left) listens attentively to his famous
cellmate, Henry David Thoreau (played by Dave Cassell)

m • •• • ••1•• • mm •

I

i

The Nighi Thoreau Spent
In Jail is a beautiful, moving
play, and an excellent piece of
representational
American
theatre to take to Europe: and
il is also well done by UOP's
third
European
Tour
company.
The setting for the play is
a jail cell (effectively and
simply designed by Mark
Wardrip). The story is told
through a series of vignettesThoreau's memories during
the night he spends in jail.
Through the vignettes one
learns about Thoreaus early
life, his strong love for his
brother, his inspiration from
Emerson and the reason for
his imprisonment.
Many of the lines in the
show are relevenl today and
draw laughter and applause
from the audience. One of the
biggest laughs comes when
one of the characters tells
Thoreau thai "Even the
president has to obey the
laws."
David Cassell does well as
Thoreau. but many times can
not quite capture the essence
of the character. Some sensi
tivity is lacking in many of the
crucial points of the play.

S

i

, jj| JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON CAUF

T
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321 VOKUT AVE. 477

Walt Disney's

THAT
DARN CAT
TECHNICOLOR®

@1965 Walt Disney Productions

—

DIAL 4-M-O-V-l-E-S

PLUS

157 West Mams Behind Raskin—
Rehbins on Pacific Ava.'s Mttwcte Milt

STARTS FRIDAYl
7:00 ft

10:30^

8puj vl|n',1." Wonderland. Delta Speech-Ails Auditorium.
• p.m. i l U Aiders ol ihe l'urple Sage - Wintcrland.
,ls im<! Messina - Berkeley Community Theatre.
8 : | 'u hi
J!"1 Hon Giovanni

Thurs. Sat. Sun.
. 'Cat"—2:45-4-*: IS
Durr 60"—1:30-4:50-4:00
Wed. Fri.Mon.Tues.
"Cat"—«:00-?:15
"Dumbo"—0:00 Only
Thurs. Dollar Bonus Mat.
Extended to Thurs. Night
lor LOt' Students and Faculty

The Paeiliean
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Caroling By Candlelight

POTPOURRI
Friday, Dec. 7
Lunch
Shrimp Bisque
Hot Turkey Sand.
Macaroni & Cheese
Mixed Vegetables
Fish Plate
Party Salad Gel.
Citrus Surprise
Pineapple-N tt Cookie
Dinner
UOP Pizza
Creamed Eggs
Creamed Potatoes
Broccoli Spears
Lettuce Wedge
Buttermilk Wheat
Roll
Jello Cubes/Topp.

Saturday, Dec. 8
Breakfast
Assorted Juices,
Cold Cereals
Donuts
Lunch
Citrus Sections
Cheese Blintz/
Bacon (Sour Cream)
Scrambled Eggs
Modified Salad Bar
Cherry Snail
NCE, THERE-WAS THIS REAL

SnrAPT REAP mw BOOR HE
S^/coULD.H£ WANTED TO BE THE SMART
EST GUY IN LIT CLASS, SO HE COULD

DATE THIS CHICK WHO SAT NEXT TO HIM.

Dinner

Shrimp/Lemon
Tartar Sauce
Italian Delight
F.F. Gems
Company Carrots
Parsley Garnish
Blueberry Pie

F.F.

Sunday, Dec. 9
Breakfast

Assorted Juices
Cold Cereals
Prune Baiter Bread
Lunch

Fresh Fruit
Grilled French
Toast (Thin)
Bacon Strips
Fried Eggs
Modified Salad Bar
Pineapple Twist
Dinner

Coq Au Vin
Baked Ham
Herbed Rice
Peach 1/2 (Hot)
Garden Peas
5-Cup Salad
U of P Wheat Bread
Angel Food Cake W /
Straw. & Wh. Topp.
Monday, Dec. 10
Breakfast
Orange Sections
Oatmeal
Fried Eggs
Hash Browns
Donuts
Lunch
tomato Bisque
Grilled Cheese
Ham Loaf With
Mushroom Sauce
Spinach Pie/Egg
Fish Plate
Fit. Cocktail/Cherry
Peach Deluxe
Choc. Chip Cookie

Tuesday, Dec. 11
Breakfast
Strawberries
Cream of Rice
French Toast
Bacon
Apple Yam Muffin
Lunch
Cr. of Mushroom
French-Dip Sand.
Cod Squares
Copenhagen Limas
Meat Plate
Dinner
Baked Shortribs
Enchiladas/Sr. Cr.
Dorito Chips
Green Peppers W/
Molded Cranberry
Minty Pear/Cheese
Baked Custard
tarly BookwoTmS
Dorit Always Set

The Chicit, BUT

They Always Set

yjnjt o«t of the Book. I

BOOKSELLER
Weberstown Center
ph. 951-3931
Call us!

Cling Peach Slices
Farina
Lox,Cream Cheese
Bagels
Scrambled Eggs
Raised Donuts
Lunch

Dinner
Spaghetti
Omelet
Rissole Potatoes
Asparagus Cheese
Cake
Garlic Bread
Tapioca Pudding

POOR STUAP-T, after an that HEAVYBOOKING, ail he ended, vp with was an
Amttie course, and a BROKEN HEART.

Wednesday, Dec- 12
Breakfast

The Pacif ican is a publication of the
Associated Students, University of
the Pacific and is published weekly
during the academic year. Entered
as second-class matter October 24,
1924 'at the Post Office, Stockton,
California, under the Act of March
3,1897. Subscription $3.00 per year.
Telephone 946-2114. Member
College Press Service and National
Education Advertising Services,
360 Lexington Avenue, New York,
NY 10017. All material copyright
The Pacifican 1973. Send form 3579
to The Pacifican, University of the
Pacific, 3601 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, Calif. 95204.

its way around campus Pick.
,,,
ing up members ol ijvj
groups along the way. Thepr»
cession will move from tj,.
Conservatory to South-Wesi
the quads, the fraternity'
Grace Covell, the sorority
and the president s hoUSf;
where President and ity'
McCaflerty and faculty men);
cember 9.
bers will join the group 0„
Father Silva, who will
their way to the chapel.
head the procession, is hoping
Once at the chapel, each
to revive the spirit oi UOF s
traditional
Christmas pro living group will have a»
opportunity to present their
cessions.
Each living group is Christmas carol.
Following the pres(!lv
invited to join the procession
tation of the songs Father
and prepare a Christmas carol
Silva will read the Christm>
to be their gilt at the chapel at
the end ol the procession. The story to the accompaniment
of a soft flute. The story wily
only requirement is that each
furthur told through a viSUal
person brings his own candle.
presentation of the works m
The procession will begin
at the Conservatory at 7 pm. the great masters of art.

A candlelight procession,
Christmas caroling, a uni<^ue
Christmas service, to be lollowed by an exciting Christ
mas party, are all items that
head the list of events lor this
year's Christmas candlelight
ceremonies. Festivities begin
at 7 pm, Sunday night, De

Vegetable Soup
Hot Dog/Chili
Beef Noodle Cass.
Zucchini, Corn &
Mozzerella Cheese
Meat Plate
Tahitian Delite
Banana, Peanut Sal.
Cashew Nut Cookie
Dinner

Roast Turkey
Fish Portion
Whipped Potatoes
Giblet Gravy
Broccoli/Onions
Cukes/Sour Cream
Colombo Rolls
Boysenberry Cream
Cheese Pie
Thursday, Dec. 13
Breakfast
Banana
Roman Meal
Ginergerbread
Pancakes/Syrup
Bacon
Pecan Rolls
Lunch

Lentil Soup
Bacon, Lettuce &
Tomato Sandwich
Peas
Cheese Strata
Poultry Plate
Ribbon Salad
Double Straw. Mold
Jelloe Cubes
Dinner

Hamb. Slk./Sr.Cr.
Polish Sausage
Onion Rings
Pizza Potatoes
Mixed Vegetables
Carrot/Raisin Sal.
Oatmeal Bread
Cherry Almond Delite

Directed by the lights oi their
Following the service
candles, the group will carol there will be a Christmas

party in Grace Covell Hall.

Grade Grievances
Several years ago a
grievance procedure was
designed to aid students who
felt they had received an
unfair grade in a class.
Students who decide to prot est
their grade are heard by a
student
and
faculty
member who are serving as
advocates for student cases.
These two people decide if the
student's complaint is reason
able and if it is, they prepare a
case for the student. This case
is heard before a board
composed of both faculty and
students
who
ultimately
decide it the grade should be
changed.
It the grade is
changed, it is changed to the
grade recommended by the
board.

The procedure is long but
it is - set up to protect the
student. Each step isdesigned
to insure that the students
case
is
being
carefully
thought-out and well-planned.
Students who leel thai
they have received an unfair
grade
should
conlacl
Karen Moore, the Director ol
Academics immediately i
knowledge of the grade. She
can be reached at the ASUOP
office.

classified ads
TYPING; Custom typing done
in my home. Stencils, term
papers,
resumes,
manu
scripts, business letters, etc.
Call 477-1760.
Expert Typing;
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m.
.thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.
Typing: Experienced Typist
desires work on term papers,
etc. Will take dictation on
business letters. Phone: 4628755 after 5:00 p.m. weekdays
Spanish Typewriters: Just
received, 25 precision Swiss
Hermes 3000 portable type
writers w/ Span-Amer. key
boards ai no extra charge.
Rental or purchase plan. Con
tact San Joaquin Bus.
Machines, 130 N. California
465-5881
V.W. Service: Service done
here on campus for less $
Tune-ups, valve adjustments
and brake?. Contact Jeff Stagg,
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.
Notice: Do you wish tc Utenda
sn\all Baptist chu' ch with d
good youth group? Transport
tation provided. Call A{
Warren at 478-6431.

Wanted: S.F. Bay Area com
pany looking lor student whose
family is willing to invest in lo
cal established business. At
tractive tax shelter program.
Student manages business.
Profit to supplement tuition
and expenses. 1-2 hrs./day.
Must have transportation,
mechanically .inclined, pre
ferably from Stockton area.
Contact Jack Lung, 335 Beach
Rd., Burlingame, Ca. 94010 for
local interview.
Apt. Needed: COP senior girlneeds an apt. near campus for
Jan. term and spring. (Pre
ferably
cheap)
Contact
Roxanne at 478-361' after 7
p.m.
Must Sell: Austin Healy Sprite,
'68, good eond., new tires, roll
bar, extras. $719 or best olicr.
Please call Ed at 478-2704.

Apt. avaailable: Senior girl
needs a roommate near cam
pus. Cull Christine at 462-9218
or 462-5452.
Chubby? Married? Living with
someone? Dr. John Lutzker
and Judy Wallace in the Psych.
Dept. are looking for UOP cou
ples who are interested in one
or both ol the partners losing'
wt.. and improving their ul
ready happy relationship. Call
2132.

Wanted: Summer CamP
Counselors for 1974. Camp is
sponsored by Jewish U®
munity Center ol Portland
Ore. and located on the OreS®
Coast. Salaries from $275-$55®
Camp Director will be inJ
area soon. Applicants wrte
B'nai B'rith Camp, 6651 S.*'
Capitol Hwy., Portland, Ore
97219'

For Sale: 1964 PontiaeGraw
Prix. Low milage. Extractej®'
Contact 640 W. Stadium
Fischer Arms Apt. #2..
I am looking for a horn pin)*'
(preferably trombone),
play local gigs and practice0
Sunday-Monday and Wedn
day nights. We're not fantas1 _
but we sound GOOD! II y°u
interested, call 946-2391J
Christmas Special: AS ^
Record Store offers g1' ^
tifieates for the holiday8 jj
.
there is a $3.33 X-mus s|*
on some records.
.
JOBS ON SHIPS! No exF
ence required. Excellent^
Worldwide travel. Pe
summer job or career.
$3.00
lor
informs
SEAFAX. Dept. v-1 P-a j|)f
2049, Port Angeles, Was"
ton 98362.
Wanted: used iurnit1"1^
furnish an apartment
Craig at 462-9584.

